“No man escapes when freedom fails.
The best men rot in filthy jails.
And those who cried ‘Appease! Appease!’
Are hung by those they tried to please.”
~ Anonymous ~

Canada
Darkness Falls in Windsor, Ontario
Sara Anne Widholm, 76, died at Windsor Regional Hospital on Saturday,
Dec. 15 but this was not a mere obituary. On October 8, 2017, while out
for a walk on the Ganatchio Trail in Windsor, Widholm was the victim of a
“vicious” and “unprovoked” attack by Habibullah Ahmadi. If you can kill a
disbelieving American or European,” Adnani’s order stated, “especially the
spiteful and filthy French – or an Australian, or a Canadian, or any other
disbeliever from the disbelievers waging war, including the citizens of the
countries that entered into a coalition against the Islamic State, then rely
upon Allah, and kill him in any manner or way however it may be.”
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272307/darkness-falls-windsorontario-lloyd-billingsley

Surrey, B.C., man accused of running terrorist
training camp seeks PM's help
A man accused in a media report of training Sikh terrorists at a training
camp in British Columbia has written to the prime minister asking for help
to clear his name. The Times of India reports that Indian intelligence
agencies have alerted the Liberal government that pro-Khalistan extremists
near Mission, B.C., plan to carry out strikes in Punjab.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/bc-man-accusedterrorist-training-camp-1.3612078

Justin Trudeau’s terrible new election rules will
limit citizen activism
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s government recently passed more than 200
pages of dramatic changes to the way Canadian elections work. Among
other things, the new rules will further restrain the degree that Canadians
can exercise their constitutional rights to free political speech and activism.
Such regulations were passed with the standard progressive smugness that
heavily regulating political speech and activity in the name of fairness and
equality is unambiguously virtuous. Righteous self-confidence, however,
does not negate the practical consequences of this fundamentally illiberal
exercise of state power.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2018/12/26/justin-trudeausterrible-new-election-rules-will-limit-citizen-activism

Synagogue bullied by so-called “Anti-Racism Activist”
The overwhelming irony of this article will write itself, as a conference set
to deal with the issue of how threats of Islamophobia hinder the ability for
free speech had to be relocated due to threats of Islamophobia. This story
would be funny, if there wasn’t something much more sinister behind it.
On December 9th, Rabbi Grover was contacted by email by Bernie Farber,
chair of the Canadian Anti-Hate Network (CAHN), who demanded to know
why Beth Tikvah would let such an event take place. The CAHN was set
up to monitor far-right groups across Canada and claims to be inspired by
the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) in the U.S.

https://www.thepostmillennial.com/%EF%BB%BFsynagogue-bullied-by-socalled-anti-racism-activist/

M103 Alive and Well in Toronto
Beth Tikvah Synagogue in Toronto was planning on renting their space to
the organization ‘Canadians for the Rule of Law’ for a conference entitled
‘The New Taboo: Respect for the Rule of Law in Canada’ to discuss topics
of radicalism within the Canadian community. Their topics are to cover:
•
•
•

the radical left;
radical Islamists; and
the radical right within the following framework:

The synagogue has since decided against hosting this conference after
correspondence from Karen Mock, president of the progressive Jewish
group JSpace Canada. She argued that there would be much negative
media attention due to “the Islamophobia and bigotry associated with
some of these groups and individuals.”
https://circanada.com/2018/12/28/m103-alive-and-well-in-toronto/

RCMP Considering Eliminating Aptitude Tests, Vision
& Hearing Standards, And Allowing People with
Criminal Records to join The Force – at the Urging Of
‘Gender-Based Analyst’
The RCMP is now considering eliminating aptitude tests, scrapping vision &
hearing standards, and allowing people with criminal records to join the
force. And the main reason? To meet ‘staffing’ and ‘gender and inclusion’
goals. At what point will people wake up and realize that political correctness
has gone way too far, and is now a mental sickness infecting everything in our
society? The RCMP is about keeping people safe and fighting crime and
terrorism, not meeting ‘gender goals,’ ‘inclusion goals,’ or lowering basic
standards of competence and physical ability.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/12/22/total-insanity-rcmpconsidering-eliminating-aptitude-tests-vision-hearing-standards-and-allowingpeople-with-criminal-records-to-join-the-force-at-the-urging-of-gender-basedanalyst/

Petition – Please Sign

Notice to Members:
We have just created a private ACT! For Canada
Facebook group which we hope you will join!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/actforcanada

Global Compact
Belgium: Nationalists surge following collapse of
government over UN Migration Pact
Amid violent protests, the Prime Minister of Belgium resigned after a noconfidence vote over his support for UN migration pact. Now, “support for
Belgium’s two largest Flemish nationalist parties, who are both anti-mass
migration, has exploded after the collapse of the government due to
disagreements over the UN migrant pact.” People are starting to realize
that they have been duped by a movement that in the midst of the
advancing global jihad is trying to force an open-door immigration policy
upon its citizens, without any plan for dealing with national security.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/12/belgium-nationalists-surge-followingcollapse-of-government-over-un-migration-pact

Prager U Video: Why You Should be a Nationalist
It’s undeniable: Around the world, nationalism is on the march, and the
media and reigning political elites would have you believe this is a
dangerous disaster in the making. So, why is Yoram Hazony, author of The
Virtue of Nationalism, unafraid? Watch to understand.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfJ25LXtLTg

Freedom of Speech
Let’s make free speech the great cause of 2019
Who would have thought that in 2018 it would be deemed controversial to
uphold the principle of free speech? Whatever else the events of this year
have taught us, it is now clear that the fundamental human right to
express oneself as one sees fit is under threat. With both major political
parties supporting further hate-speech legislation and varying degrees
of press regulation, and with Silicon Valley tech giants routinely censoring
their users, the time is ripe seriously to consider how we might retaliate
against the creeping authoritarianism of our age.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2018/12/26/lets-make-free-speech-thegreat-cause-of-2019/

8 Tips to Defend Against Censorship & Violent
Repression by Leftists
These left-wing insurgents are actively working to censor, silence,
intimidate, and destroy any individual, journalist, blogger, or organization
that stands in the way of their George Soros funded open borders global
government plans. Please give my warnings and recommendations close
inspection because the wealthiest people and corporations in America,
along with their ground troops, are coming to ruin and wreck your families
and marriages, friendships, education, businesses, jobs, and livelihood, and
their terrorist groups like ANTIFA are forming armed cells and openly
discussing ambushing and assassinating you on Twitter and Patreon
because of your political creeds and views. ANTIFA openly plots violent
revolution against you on American soil with full protection and privileges
from these biased corporations.
https://www.alipac.us/f8/8-tips-defend-against-censorship-violentrepression-leftists-367952/

Anti-blasphemy laws, free speech and religious
freedom
Proponents of speech restrictions argue that defamation of religion
constitutes a human rights violation, but this is sophistry which assigns
inalienable rights to concepts instead of the people who espouse
them. And although anti-blasphemy apologists may claim concern for the
integrity of all faiths, their lack of regard for Judaism and western religions
is glaring. In fact, those who discourage critical analysis of Islam (usually
progressives) generally show little respect for Jews or Christians – either in
the west or in Sharia states where they and other religious and ethnic
minorities are marginalized and oppressed.
Freedom of speech is taken for granted in western society, but it is an
essential right that is necessary for the perpetuation of constitutional
democracy. Unfortunately, it also seems to be an endangered species
under stealth attack by extremism masquerading as diversity and
tolerance.
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/23213

Google
Apple kills app for politely suggesting alternatives
to homosexuality
Walking a tightrope of super-politeness might keep the crocodile focused
on others for a while, but, as Living Hope Ministries is discovering, even
super-polite disagreement will only infuriate the LGBT movement's
dictators. Nor will cowed silence satisfy them. No, you need to don your
pom-poms and cheerlead for sodomy, promiscuity, and self-mutilation in
pursuit of the "sex change" delusion before you'll be left alone. Once
you're deconstructed and built back up in the LGBT image, then maybe
you'll get some peace – maybe, if the enforcers decide not to obliterate
you pour encourager les autres.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/apple_kills_app_for_polite
ly_suggesting_alternatives_to_homosexuality.html#ixzz5aufYHSHM

Google approves app to report incidents of Islamic
blasphemy
Apple may have forbidden a Christian app regarding homosexuality, but its
Silicon Valley neighbor and smart phone competitor Google is fine with
offering an app enabling Muslims to report blasphemy to the police.
Perhaps it has escaped the notice of the powers that be at Google that
Islamic doctrine is even harsher toward homosexual acts than Christianity.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/google_approves_app_to
_report_incidents_of_islamic_blasphemy_.html#ixzz5auanszkh

Around the World
Israel
The speech that put the United Nations to shame

The U.N. is supposed to be helping the world, not hurting it. But they are
so twisted. They criticize democracies like Israel and ignore violations of
human rights and international law. The U.N. cannot even seem to
condemn terrorist organizations like Hamas. Listen to Professor Anne
Bayefsky debate at the Oxford Union. Sharing the truth is sometimes so
simple. The U.N. is failing, and she tells you why.
https://israelunwired.com/speech-put-united-nations-shame/

Syria
Pros and Cons of the US pullout from Syria
One of the consequences of the U.S. pullout from Syria is that Trump will
finally abandon Obama’s pro-Iranian policy in Syria. True, he isn’t replacing
it with an anti-Iranian policy in Syria. But all the same, by abandoning a
pro-Iranian policy in Syria, the move will lend some coherence to the U.S.’s
overall strategy for countering Iran’s growing power and influence in the
region and worldwide.
http://carolineglick.com/pros-and-cons-of-the-us-pullout-from-syria/

THE “JUST IN CASE” FOREIGN POLICY (my quick
and dirty notes) by Valerie Sobel
An open letter to all those emoting about Trump’s pull-out from Syria and
partial pull-out from Afghanistan. The only reason American boots were on
the ground in the land of Apocalyptic prophecies is ISIS. Now that this goal
has been reasonably accomplished by Trump, what exactly are the tax
payers’ dollars doing in Syria? No one wants to pretend that ISIS can’t rise
up again, but that would be almost next to impossible considering their
current financial state. Besides, we’re talking about Islam, the next
Caliphate-happy bunch is already jumping at the bit. And after them, they’ll
be another. And then another. And so on.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/the-just-in-case-foreign-policy-my-quickand-dirty-notes-by-valerie-sobel/

United Kingdom
The Man to Make the British Establishment’s Head
Blow Off
When it comes to interactions per story, Robinson is the runaway winner.
Over the whole year, Robinson stories generated an average of 1,164
interactions each. That’s more than double the next political figure on the
list: arch Brexiteer Jacob Rees-Mogg, who gets 660 interactions per story.
Next is Nigel Farage with 550, then Corbyn with 326 interactions per story,
then Johnson with 245, followed by May with 177.
https://www.politico.eu/article/tommy-robinson-ukip-uk-far-right-the-manto-make-the-british-establishments-head-blow-off/

Tommy Robinson Receives His 8th OSMAN Warning
from the Police.
Just before Christmas, Tommy receives a warning from the Police that
some from the far left now have his home address and are threatening him
and his family.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_hTkK7JyH8

Video: London’s Bollards of Peace
I’m sick to death of this “lone wolf” notion. How can you be a lone wolf
when your country of origin celebrates after every death committed against
a non-Muslim by a Muslim? How can you be a lone wolf when organizations
come out after terrorist events and claim credit for it?
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/12/video-londons-bollards-of-peace

“It’s time to stop discussing racism and
Islamophobia and time to start discussing the rape
of Britain’s children”
I wanted to make sure this country feels the full impact of what it has
covered up and what it is still covering up. And that is the rape and

trafficking of children by Muslim rape gangs. I want to shame the
successive governments from both right and left who covered up the
industrialised rape of our children. I want to shame every single person
whose job it was to protect our children. And who failed.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/12/its-time-to-stop-discussing-racismand-islamophobia-and-time-to-start-discussing-the-rape-of-britains-children

UK Welcomes Extremists, Bans Critics of Extremists
While the UK government continues to allow extremist clerics such as
Muhammad Naqib ur Rehman and Hassan Haseen ur Rehman to enter the
UK despite their track records of supporting the murder of people merely
suspected of having blasphemed against, or apostasised from, Islam, it
develops an ever-growing banned list of people who are not Muslim but
who have been critical of aspects of Islam. It is almost as though the UK
government has decided that while extremist clerics can only rarely be
banned, critics of such clerics can be banned with ease.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13455/britain-extremists

United States
Ignore the hawks, Trump’s Syria withdrawal is bold
and brave
For those of us living in the real world, Trump’s decision to remove the
military from the Syrian quagmire is the bravest and most logical decision
in the Middle East by an American president since Eisenhower ordered
Britain, France and Israel to withdraw from Suez. After all, US troops –
unlike those from Russia, Iran and Hezbollah, who were invited to fight Isis
by the Assad regime – were stationed there illegally, and served no
discernible strategic American interests. Worse, they were fighting an
Islamic State partly armed by the Obama administration, which
had recklessly backed other Sunni terror groups in an effort to topple
President Bashar al-Assad.
https://spectator.us/trump-syria-bold-brave/

Revealed: Khashoggi Was a Qatari Asset
Although the brutality of his death at the hands of the Saudis is something
to make the entire free world shudder, it should be noted that the Saudi’s
viewed Khashoggi essentially as a foreign agent threatening the very
existence of the current regime. Indeed, as seen by the chorus of
screeching voices from the political Left who tried to use the murder to
break up U.S.-Saudi relations, end U.S. arms sales to Saudi Arabia, depose
Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman as successor to the kingdom’s throne
and force the Saudis to surrender to Iran in Yemen, that assessment was
quite on the mark.
https://clarionproject.org/revealed-khashoggi-was-a-qatari-asset/

Other Articles
A European Spring
Europeans are in revolt against the political and moral order and it’s
wonderful. People are hungering for change, for the alternative that we
have been told for 40 years does not exist (‘There is no alternative’, in
Thatcher’s infamous words). These hungry years, of which 2018 has been
the hungriest yet, should be welcomed, and celebrated, and built upon. It
is an open question as to who, if anyone, will shape and lead this hunger.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2018/12/21/the-european-spring/

COP 24 just concluded in Poland. Nearly 23,000
climate saviours attended this 24th annual climate
carnival.
Every year, plane-loads of concerned busybodies fly to some interesting
new location to spend tax dollars on a well-fed 12-day holiday. They
concoct plans to ration and tax the energy used by real workers, farmers
and families back home.
Few delegates arrived by bicycle or solar-powered plane – a fleet of at
least 100 commercial, private and charter aircraft brought them at a cost
estimated at US$57M. When the costs of hotels, ground transport, food,
entertainment, air conditioning and office services are added, the bill is
likely to top $500 M.

https://canadafreepress.com/article/500m-climate-carnival-concludes

The Other Intersectionality: Victims of Islamism
The "intersectionality" promoted on campuses and beyond by Hamas/SJP
and their fellow travelers seeks, in pursuit of its anti-Israel agenda, to
distract attention from the Islamist onslaught, its ongoing savaging of
populations in Africa, Asia and America, and the alliances with Israel
formed by its victims. In doing so, the intersectionality of the campuses
has become, in effect, an enabler and abettor of Islamism's depredations,
including mass murder.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13456/intersectionality-islamism

Liberalism and Zealotry
The barbarians have entered the gates and now seek to expel us. There is
no reasoning, compromise, or debate. It was never about what was right,
true, or good. It was always about power. Having a clearer idea of liberal
motives may not help us regain our country, but it can liberate us from the
futility of arguing with someone who has so little regard for truth.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/liberalism_and_zealotry.ht
ml#ixzz5azGJMvt3

Descent into Hell: Identity Politics as the Gateway
to Islamic Theocracy
Nazism and Marxism of the 20th century cast mankind into hell. In the 21st
century, their offspring welcomed a new Golem: Islam. In my opinion, the
followers of this new ideology are yearning for the triumph of a global
caliphate, consciously and subconsciously. Subconsciously, because they
need a doctrine robust enough to keep their superficial and feeble souls
from self-destruction in a complex and incomprehensible world.
Consciously, because due to public relations and apologetic abilities, only
Islam, as a universal world system, will ensure their existence — albeit the
miserable existence of the “capo,” but still an existence. Nobody needs
them anymore.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/12/descent-into-hell-identity-politics-asthe-gateway-to-islamic-theocracy

Jihad: Islam's Engine
To cut to the chase, we need to eliminate some disinformation and myths
about the "war on terror." We are not fighting terrorism. We are engaging
in an ideological battle between freedom, conservatism, democracy,
individual rights, capitalism, and "Christian" ethics and Islamofascism,
communism-socialism, theocracy, and tyranny. In short: We must begin to
declare Islam evil, not from a sectarian perspective, but from a universal,
humanist one. Every encroachment of Islam as a religion must be rejected
and discouraged by all people everywhere.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/jihad_islams_engine.ht
ml#ixzz5auZ2nLCB

EMP: Not if, but when
As the chief of staff of the congressional EMP commission for 17 years, he
notes a number of concerns. Aircraft would fall from the sky and
automobiles would fail to start. Water would no longer be available in
homes. “We only have enough food to feed 326 million people for 30 days
and the food would begin to spoil within 72 hours.”
Should a nationwide blackout occur for as long as a year, the EMP
commission reports “90% of our population could starve to death, die from
disease and societal chaos, and collapse.”
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/emp_not_if_but_when_.h
tml

HALAL – Islam’s Global Conquest
If you think that Halal is just about labeling food for Muslims in the manner
of Kosher labeling for Jews, it is time for you to expand your horizons.
Halal will be a way to conquer the world according to Bosnian Grand Mufti
Mustafa Cleric who was quoted in the Pakistan Daily Mail.
• “Conquer the world through the Halal Movement as Halal means pure
and hygienic and the non-Muslim world will have no choice but to
accept it.”

• “The Halal Certification Movement has the strength to lead Muslims
to rule the global economy, as food and other services are the basic
need of every human being.”
http://noisyroom.net/blog/2018/12/27/halal-islams-global-conquest

Hijab in the House by Bruce Bawer
Most Muslims who have been elected to office in the West have made it
obvious enough, by word and by action, that they are, indeed, true
believers, whose principal loyalty is to their faith and whose primary goal
as so-called “public servants” is to serve the long-term jihadist objective of
bringing the West into the House of God. And for voters to overlook this
alarming reality in the name of multicultural harmony is, to put it mildly,
short-sighted -- and, to put it not so mildly, suicidal.
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/hijab-in-the-house/

No Comment!
New EU rulebook advises to avoid the word “man”
and say “humankind” instead of “mankind”
The members of the European Parliament have just received a new
rulebook. Officials and MEPs were given their “English Style Guide: A
handbook for authors and translators in the European Commission” in
which they are given rules for writing, including now a guide for gender
neutrality. In other words, what words they can and can’t say, they have
been asked to refrain for the “generic use of man” when they speak.
Members of the European parliament reacted to the warnings of using the
word ‘man’ in the gender neutrality rulebook. They called them “absolute
b*llocks”.
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/12/new-eu-rulebook-advises-to-avoid-theword-man-and-say-humankind-instead-of-mankind/

TSA will now employ floppy-eared dogs because
pointy-ear dogs 'scare children'
The Transportation Security Administration, famous for scaring passengers
with their intrusive, even sexually suggestive searches, has decided to
become kinder and gentler. They are getting rid of pointy-eared dogs in
favor of floppy-eared canines because droopy ears don't "scare children."
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/tsa_will_now_employ_flop
pyeared_dogs_because_pointyear_dogs_scare_children.html#ixzz5aoNny1I
e

Great Choice!
Frontpage Magazine’s Person of the Year: Sarah
Huckabee Sanders
No matter what the media throws at her, from insults to death threats,
Sarah Huckabee Sanders stays focused and remains on message. The
interruptions, tantrums and yelling by the media mob have yet to rattle
her. She may have the Secret Service at home protecting her and her
family, as she pointed out, "a Hollywood actor publicly encouraged people
to kidnap my children", but she’s never let it stop her.
In a hateful environment of utter indecency, she stands for the simple
decency of defying the tide of hatred that washes ashore at every
gathering in the James S. Brady Press Briefing Room. And she does it with
admirable dignity and fortitude.
And that’s why Sarah Huckabee Sanders is FrontPage Magazine’s Warrior
Person of the Year.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272358/frontpage-magazines-personyear-sarah-huckabee-daniel-greenfield

YouTubes

Christmas Interview: Pamela Geller with Ezra
Levant on Islam, Trump, social media and free
speech
Tonight, Pamela Geller joins me to look back at her history as an
outspoken anti-Islamification activist, a journey that began on 9/11. We
talk about what has changed since she first became involved in politics.
What hasn’t changed is Geller’s candour and courage.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/12/levant-interviews-geller.html/

Douglas Murray defends Tommy Robinson
Douglas Murray explains why he thinks Tommy Robinson is not a racist and
talks about Tommy Robinson's working-class routes, censorship and
Tommy Robinson’s time in prison.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7g8AZxntgs

Glazov Gang: Valerie Price Speech on the UN
Global Compact
This new Glazov Gang episode features Valerie Price’s speech on The
Dangers of the UN Global Compact — and she stresses: Don’t Just Love
Canada! Act for Canada!
https://jamieglazov.com/2018/12/25/glazov-gang-valerie-price-speech-onthe-un-global-compact/

The Tragedy of Cultural Relativism
"Never judge people by their appearance."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUXteUGhh7w

Road to Recovery

The issues and problems of the Yazidi victims of ISIS who are resettled in
Canada with Michelle Rempel.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRufTLqvjwE

And finally:

To all our members, supporters and friends:
We at ACT! For Canada pray that your Christmas was filled with
love, friendship and joy. We also pray that our friends in the
Jewish community had a blessed Hanukkah.
Every year, may this holiday inspire us to increase our awareness
of and gratitude for the many blessings we have been given as
well as the enormous responsibility we have to serve and aid
others.
And may we, as brothers and sisters in humanity, use this day to
grow closer to each other and to our Creator, and seize this
opportunity to recommit ourselves to the universal values of
human rights, individual liberty and to the sovereignty of our
country.

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter

ACT! For Canada
Website:
Twitter:
Facebook:
Facebook Group:

https://www.actforcanada.ca/
https://twitter.com/ActforCanada
https://www.facebook.com/act4canada/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/actforcanada
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